5.

Ability to apply innovative and creative thinking to complex service challenges and deliver high quality
solutions within a highly pressurised environment.
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to persuade others to adopt courses of action they may not otherwise wish to take, based
on evidence-based and reasoned argument. This will occur in written interactions, but can
also be the case in face to face verbal exchanges where job holders will advocate a position
in response to opposing opinion in a formal or informal setting.
Decision Making and Innovation
The limitations to job holders’ decision making will be only the broad policy and practice
guidelines that exist at both a corporate and even national/professional level. At this level
of autonomy, job holders will be the final arbiter of many escalated technical and
professional disputes and problems. They will probably report to a Head of Service and will
devise and implement strategic plans in relation to their specific functional area.
Areas of responsibility
With a diverse range of jobs being represented at this level, the precise blend of
responsibilities for which the job holder is accountable will depend upon the service in
which they operate.
External facing roles will focus on the needs of people, whether external service users or
partners and will be responsible for critical day to day decisions with legal and reputational
dimensions. Job holders will make a major contribution to the development of policy and
functional procedures. Job holders will also lead the implementation of appropriate
programmes on behalf of large groups of people.
Such roles are likely to have at least two other elevated levels of responsibility for
such elements as finance (substantial budget management), information assets
(statutory corporate databases and council-wide applications) or premises (of very
high value and operational importance).
Internal facing roles are likely to have this pattern reversed, with the weightiest
responsibility for very high value or significant financial and non-financial assets including
policy development, but somewhat less accountability for the assessment of group needs.
Roles will have full line management responsibility over a number of teams with differing
functional specialties and employee profiles.
Impacts and Demands
Tasks and duties will be generally carried out in a sedentary position but there will always
be a requirement for standing and walking from time to time, and the occasional need to lift
or carry items.
The combination of both tactical and strategic matters that job holders deal with means
that roles are inherently very complex, demanding of particularly lengthy periods of
concentrated mental attention while also managing very high levels of work.
Duties of jobs at this level will not require job holders to develop and maintain working
relationships with people who, through their circumstances or behaviour, place
particular emotional demands on the job holder.
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Many Professional / Technical job holders find themselves exposed to some disagreeable,
unpleasant or hazardous working conditions. Particularly when the needs of their
specialism require them to work on external sites exposed to the weather, in or around
refuse and waste plant, close to particularly noisy machinery and in similar environments.
Other jobs, such as enforcement roles, may also see job holders exposed to verbal abuse
and threatening environments. In all cases, job holders will minimise risk and conform to
health and safety regulations to mitigate any negative effects of such exposure.
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